
“Why do you believe you don’t need a COVID-19 vaccines? Other:”

Colorado Coronavirus Survey
6/3/21-6/10/21
545n, +/- 4.2%

Gender Age Party County
Had 
COVID Response

F 18-24 U Adam. Yes Not studied enough
F 41-50 D Adam. No Vaccine injury previously
F 41-50 D Adam. No I’m in heart failure. Don’t think I can take the possible side effects
F 55-64 R Adam. Yes Dont like being forced to do something.
F 18-24 U Arap. Yes Skeptical of the side effects
F 25-30 R Arap. Yes Side effects of vaccine
F 41-50 R Arap. Yes It's not a true vaccine and not FDA approved.
F 31-34 U Broo. Yes COVID has a 99.8% survival rate - why is there even a vaccine
M 65-74 U Broo. Yes Have medical contraindications
M 65-74 U Delt. No Complete hoax, perpetrators will pay dearly
M 35-40 U Denv. Yes It’s experimental vaccines not yet fully approved by the FDA
M 51-54 U Denv. Yes It is not a vaccine, gene therapy
F 55-64 D Denv. No Other health reason concerns
F 18-24 R El Pas. Yes I don’t trust something that isn’t approved by the FDA
M 31-34 U El Pas. No My lifestyle keeps me usually at home not being exposed.

F 35-40 D El Pas. Yes

I believe it was way over hyped and most of what went on was political and possibly 
biological war fare. I know several people that had Covid and only one serious case. My 
son was hospitalized due to pneumonia a few months ago - nothing Covid related. He 
briefly got sick while my husband and I were sick, a few days of fever and a little 
coughing.  It even as bad as my husband and I and he had just had pneumonia. Our 
other six kids didn’t get sick. I believe in vaccines, but will not do HPV, flu or Covid for 
myself or kids. Illness happens, we can’t live in bubbles, that’s not life. I also think most 
Covid patients were not treated correctly or well, resulting in more deaths. I took my kids 
out of school due to them having to wear masks and believe the one benefit is so many 
parents now see how badly schools try to politically influence and indoctrinate their kids 
and hopefully more people like myself will keep their kids out of school and more 
people will homeschool.

F 35-40 U El Pas. No
I do believe that Vx are necessary I just don’t want to get it until I know what the actual 
side effects are. I believe we wont know for at least a year or two.

F 41-50 D El Pas. No I don’t feel it is necessary
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M 41-50 O El Pas. Yes The current vaccines aren’t approved
M 65-74 D El Pas. No Cancer patient

M 51-54 R Frem. No
The “cure” is worse than the disease. This “vaccine” has zero long term studies and is 
only approved for emergency use by the FDA. I will not put mRNA into my body.

M 41-50 R Jeff. No No interest in being a guinea pig for an unproven vaccine

F 55-64 U Jeff. No

99.9 survival rate, experimental vaccine, my immune system will respond as it should, 
Corona virus was unleashed to control citizens & create fear .... close our economy & 
tell use to use masks, completely wrong. Masks don’t work, follow the science.  MSM & 
the Democrats in cahoots, Americans are on to thin, NO CREDIBILITY!

F 65-74 D Jeff. No Effect of vaccine on my DNA
M 31-34 R La Pl. No Too many long term affects are unknowns
M 55-64 D La Pl. No I am immune
M 25-30 O Larm. No I'll wait
F 55-64 R Larm. No The vaccine is more dangerous than the risk of getting COVID.
F 55-64 U Larm. No I don’t believe the virus is any different than any virus in decades past.

F 35-40 U Mesa Yes
I will not give my kids or myself an unproven vaccine with no long term data when it was 
like having a mild cold

M 55-64 R Mesa No
I believe that messing with our MRNA is experimental and could result in devastating 
effects

F 51-54 U Rio Grn. No
I don't believe the vaccine has had time to be fully safe and proven, like other vaccines 
have been.

M 35-40 U Rout Yes

THEY ONLY RECEIVED AN EUA FOR THE VACCINE BY DENYING THAT EXISTING 
THERAPEUTICS ARE EFFECTIVE! CHINA USED HUDROXYCHLOROQUINE AND FAUCI 
KNEW IN MARCH 2020! CRIMINAL!!

F 18-24 R San Mg. Yes The vaccine has not been researched enough for me to feel safe getting it
F 55-64 R Tell. No Don’t believe the vaccine has been adequately tested.
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F 25-30 NR Weld No

Through study's and research you can clearly identify that all vaccine companies have 
publicly announced that they are in fact genetic modification companies. Also the list of 
chemical poisons in vaccines are more deadly than any "virus". Also the supposed covid 
19 virus has never been isolated in a lab and koch's postulates has not and cannot be 
proven especially with a supposed virus that cant even officially be identified.

M 35-40 D Weld No I believe I have a working imunie system as God gave me
F 41-50 R Weld No Afraid of side effects
M 41-50 U Weld No Don't trust Big Pharmaceutical or Government


